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This paper reports the most recent measurements of the cross sections for the two main produc-
tion modes of single top quarks in pp̄ collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 1.96 TeV in the
Run II data collected with the CDF and D0 detector at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider. For this
measurement the full data set corresponding to an integrated luminosity of up to 9.7 fb−1 per
experiment is used. We report the first observation of single top quark production in the s-channel
with a significance of 6.3 standard deviations. We also present a simultaneous measurement of
the production cross section of t- and s+ t-channels. Using these measurements we set a lower
limit on the CKM matrix element |Vtb| > 0.92 at 95% C.L., assuming mt = 172.5 GeV. Moreover,
we present a search for charged massive resonances decaying to top (t) and bottom (b) quarks
performed at CDF in the same data set. No significant excess above the standard model (SM)
background prediction is observed and constraints on the W ′→ tb mass and couplings in the 300
to 900 GeV/c2 range are set.
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Figure 1: Single top quark production modes: (a) t-channel at NLO with initial state gluon splitting, (b)
s-channel at leading order, and (c) Wt-channel at NLO with initial state gluon splitting.

1. Introduction

The top quark was observed at the Tevatron by CDF [1] and D0 [2] in 1995 in tt̄ pairs produced
via strong interaction that is the top quark primary production mode. The Standard Model (SM)
predicts top quark to be produced also singly via electroweak interaction (single top, ST) with
three different production processes (Fig.1): t-channel with the exchange of a virtual W boson,
s-channel with the W boson decaying into a top and an antibottom quarks and the Wt-channel with
the associate production of a W boson and a top quark. While the first two production modes
have a small but measurable cross section at Tevatron (around 2 pb and 1 pb, respectively) the
Wt production mode has a cross section of 0.25 pb, that makes its contribution to the signal rate
negligible [3].

Single top quark was first observed in 2009 by CDF [4] and D0 [5] experiments with an
inclusive search in s+ t combined channels. The measurement in each single channel is done
differently at the Tevatron and LHC, taking in account the differences in the production cross
sections. The t-channel is the dominant process at both the Tevatron and LHC and it has been
observed by D0 in 2011 [6] and then established by ATLAS [7] and CMS [8]. The Wt-channel is
visible only at the LHC and it has been observed by CMS collaboration at 8 TeV [9]. The s-channel
has a relatively small cross section at both Tevatron and LHC but at LHC the signal to background
ratio is smaller, that gives an advantage for the observation to the Tevatron experiments.

The single top quark cross section measurement is proportional to |Vtb|2, where |Vtb| is ele-
ment of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix. A direct measurement of |Vtb| is there-
fore possible, that is also a test of the unitarity of the CKM matrix and it can constrain extensions
of the SM, for example with fourth quark generation [10].

Several extension of the SM predicts the existence of massive, short-lived states decaying to
pairs of SM leptons or quarks. Such a resonance decaying to a top (t) and a bottom (b) quark, shares
the same final state as the single-top quark production. Recent searches in the W ′→ tb channel have
been performed by the CDF [11] and D0 [12] collaborations as well as by ATLAS [13] and CMS
[14]. In the mass region well below 1 TeV the Tevatron experiments have greater sensitivity due to
the relative suppression of gluon-initiated backgrounds compared to the quark-initiated signals.

2. Selection of Single Top Quark Events

The SM predicts the top quark to decay almost always into a real W boson and a b quark. The
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further decay of the W boson selects the final state. Both CDF and D0 use lepton+jets final state
selection requiring the presence of an high-pT isolated lepton (electron or muon), large missing
transverse energy ( 6ET ) and 2 or 3 jets, at least one of them identified as coming from a b quark (1
or 2 b-tags). At CDF, the 6ET +jets final state selection is also investigated. In the 6ET +jets selection
the products from the decay of the W boson are not reconstructed or they contain τ leptons which
decay hadronically. This selection is orthogonal to the lepton+jets one and adds approximately
33% of acceptance.

Different background processes are considered: events with a W boson produced with one
or more heavy flavor jets (W+HF) or with light-flavor jets that are mistagged as coming from a b
quark (W+LF), events from diboson processes (WW,ZZ,WZ), events with a Z boson and jets, tt̄
pair production and multijets (non-W) events where a W boson is falsely reconstructed. All the
background processes (except multijets) and the single top signal events are modeled using various
MC event generators. Single top signals are modeled for a top quark mass of mt = 172.5 GeV/c2

using POWHEG (CDF) [16] or COMPHEP (D0 )[15]. The multijet background is modeled using
data. Different multivariate analysis methods (MVA) and combination of different MVAs are used
to extract the signal from the background.

3. CDF and D0 Single Top production cross-section measurements

3.1 D0 Single Top Analysis with 9.7 fb−1

The D0 single top analysis is performed in the combined s+ t sample using events selected in
the lepton+jets final state. The tagging algorithm is based on a multivariate technique [17]. Three
multivariate methods are used: matrix element (ME), Bayesian Neural Network (BNN) and boosted
decision tree (BDT). The correlation among the output of the individual MVA methods is measured
to be around 75%. A final BNN is built in order to construct combined discriminants for t- and
s-channel signals (Dcomb

t and Dcomb
s ), shown in Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(b), respectively. The inclusive

s+ t single top cross section as well as the t- and s-channel individual cross section are extracted
using a Bayesian approach. With no assumptions on the relative t- and s-channel contributions,
the total single top cross section is measured to be σs+t = 4.11+0.59

−0.55 pb[19]. The measured cross
section is σs = 1.10+0.33

−0.31 pb, corresponding to a significance of 3.7 standard deviations [19].
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Figure 2: D0 lepton+jets discriminant distributions in the high discrimininant region shown for the s-channel
(a) and t-channel (b).
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3.2 CDF Single Top cross section measurements

The CDF strategy has been oriented to perform different analyses for the inclusive s+ t and
s-channel cross section measurement which have been fully investigated in the lepton+jets and
6ET +jets final states.

The lepton+jets analysis in the s+ t inclusive channel is performed in 7.5 fb−1 of integrated
luminosity. The analysis builds 4 independent signal regions (SRs) depending from the jet multi-
plicity (2 or 3) and the number of b-tags (1 or 2). A Neural Network (NN) discriminant (Fig. 3(a))
is built from a number of kinematic variables with good discriminating power [20]. The t- and
Wt- channels are combined as they share the same final state topology. The total single top cross
section value is measured to be σs+t+Wt = 3.04+0.57

−0.53 pb for a top quark mass of mt = 172.5 GeV/c2.
The 6ET +jets analysis in the s+ t inclusive channel is performed in 9.5 fb−1 of CDF integrated lu-
minosity [21]. A signal NNsig

s+t (Fig. 3(b)) is used to separate both s- ant t-channel signal processes
from the background [21]. The results of the two CDF s+ t analyses (lepton+jets and 6ET +jets) are
combined. The combined σs+t measurement results in a single top quark production cross section
of σs+t = 3.02+0.49

−0.48 pb, consistent with the SM prediction [21].
Analyses optimized for the s-channel search have been performed using the full CDF dataset

(up to 9.5 fb−1) [22]. The lepton+jets analysis forms an NN-discriminant to separate the signal and
employ a binned-likelihood technique to extract the ST s-channel cross section from the NN output
distribution. In the 6ET +jets analysis the events are classified in the 2-3 jets region with different
tagging category (T,TT,TL). The two CDF analyses are combined by taking the products of the
likelihood and simultaneously varying the correlated uncertainties. A combined s-channel cross
section of σs = 1.36+0.37

−0.32 pb is measured, corresponding to a signal significance of 4.2 stardard
deviations [22].
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the data with the sum of the predic-
tions of the NN output for the combined two- and three-jet
signal regions. The signal + background model is fit to the
data. The uncertainty associated with the sum of the predic-
tions (after fitting) is indicated by the grey shaded region in
each bin. The inset shows a magnification of the region for
which the NN discriminant ranges from 0.8 to 1.0, where the
single top quark contribution is larger.

ment of the single top quark cross section is performed
using a maximum posterior density fit to the binned NN
output distributions of the statistically independent bins.
We assume a uniform prior probability density for all
non-negative values of the cross section and integrate the
posterior probability density over the parameters of ef-
fects associated with all sources of systematic uncertain-
ties, parametrized using Gaussian prior-density distribu-
tions truncated to avoid negative probabilities.

We measure the total cross section of single top quark
production �s+t+Wt , assuming the SM ratio among the
s-channel, t-channel, and Wt production rates. From
the posterior probability density calculated using the
NN output distributions, we extract a cross section of
�s+t+Wt = 3.04+0.57

�0.53 pb, assuming a top quark mass of
172.5 GeV/c2.

To extract |Vtb |, we use the direct proportional-
ity between the production cross section �s+t+Wt and
|Vtb |2 [35]. We take the constant of proportionality to
be the ratio between the SM prediction for the cross
section 3.40 ± 0.36 pb [3–5] and the nearly unit value

of |Vtb |2 obtained in the SM assuming the CKM hier-
archy. Under the assumption that the top quark de-
cays to a W boson and b quark 100% of the time
(|Vtb |2 � |Vts |2 + |Vtd |2), we obtain a 95% Bayesian
credibility level lower limit of |Vtb | > 0.78 and extract
|Vtb | = 0.95 ± 0.09 (stat + syst) ± 0.05 (theory).

To extract the single top quark cross sections for s-
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FIG. 3. Results of the two-dimensional fit for �s and �t+Wt .
The black circle shows the best-fit value, and the 68.3%,
95.5%, and 99.7% credibility regions are shown as shaded ar-
eas. The standard model (SM) predictions are also indicated
with their theoretical uncertainties.

channel production and t-channel + Wt production sep-
arately, we assume a uniform prior-probability density
distribution in the two-dimensional plane (�s,�t+Wt) and
determine the cross sections that maximize the posterior-
probability density distribution. The t-channel and Wt
processes are combined as they share the same final-
state topology. We study the sensitivity of the result-
ing fit to the relative contribution of the t-channel and
Wt processes (where the Wt contribution is taken to be
approximately 10%) and find it to be negligible. The
best-fit cross sections correspond to �s = 1.81+0.63

�0.58 pb

and �t+Wt = 1.66+0.53
�0.47 pb, with a correlation factor

of –24.3%. The uncertainties on these measurements
are correlated because signal events from both the s-
channel and the t-channel + Wt processes populate the
signal-like bins of each of our discriminant variables. Re-
gions of 68.3%, 95.5%, and 99.7% credibility are derived
by evaluating the smallest region of area that contains
the corresponding fractional integrals of the posterior-
probability density distribution. The best-fit values, the
credibility regions, and the SM predictions are shown in
Fig. 3. These measurements are fully compatible with
the SM predictions of �s = 1.06 ± 0.06 pb and �t+Wt =
2.34 ± 0.30 pb [3–5].

In conclusion, we study single top quark production in
the W + jets final state using pp̄ collision data collected
by the CDF experiment, corresponding to 7.5 fb�1 of
integrated luminosity. We measure a single top quark
cross section for the combined s-channel + t-channel
+ Wt processes of 3.04+0.57

�0.53 pb and we set a lower
limit |Vtb | > 0.78 at the 95% credibility level, assum-

(a)

5

FIG. 1: Predicted and observed NNs+t
sig distributions in the signal region, for the (a) 1T two-jet, (b) 1T three-jet, (c) TL

two-jet, (d) TL three-jet, (e) TT two-jet, (f) and TT three-jet subsamples. The expected signal and background contributions
are shown as filled, stacked histograms; the background is stacked on top of the signals, which are normalized to their best-fit
values. The data are indicated by points with error bars.

signal from the background. A series of multivariate dis-
criminants that take advantage of nontrivial variable cor-
relations is therefore employed to optimize the suppres-
sion of MJ background and to separate the signal from
the remaining backgrounds. For each of the multivari-
ate algorithms described below, a combination of inputs
is used corresponding to kinematic, angular, and event
topology related quantities whose distributions are dif-
ferent between the background under consideration and
the signal.

The dominant background in the preselection sam-
ple is MJ events. To discriminate against this back-
ground, the same NNQCD multivariate discriminant that
was developed in the 6ET bb̄ s-channel single top quark
search [9] is used. All events that satisfy a minimum
NNQCD threshold requirement populate the signal re-
gion, in which the dominant backgrounds are from MJ
production, V +heavy-flavor-jets events, and tt̄ events.
Events that do not meet the minimal NNQCD threshold
are used to validate the background prediction with the
data. From this validation, multiplicative correction fac-
tors ranging from 0.7 to 0.9 are derived for each of the 1T,
TL and TT MJ predictions so that the total predicted
background normalizations are in agreement with data.
These corrections are applied to the MJ predictions in
the signal region.

For all events in the signal region, two additional dis-
criminants are developed that further exploit the di↵er-
ences in kinematic properties between the signal and the
V +jets background, and the signal and tt̄ background
processes. The first discriminant, NNV jets, is trained
using simulated t-channel single top quark events for

the signal sample and MJ-modeled events that satisfy
the requirement on NNQCD, for the background sample.
The second discriminant, NNtt̄, is trained to separate t-
channel single top quark from tt̄ production, again using
simulated t-channel single top quark events for the signal
and simulated tt̄ for the background. The values of these
two discriminants are then combined in quadrature for
an overall discriminant called NNt

sig; this is analogous to
the strategy adopted in Ref. [9].

The s-channel optimized NNsig discriminant as used in
Ref. [9] and the NNt

sig discriminant of this analysis are

combined to obtain an NNs+t
sig final discriminant, used to

simultaneously separate both s- and t-channel signal pro-
cesses from the remaining background. For events with
NNsig output values larger than 0.6, NNs+t

sig is assigned

to the NNsig output. For the remaining events, NNs+t
sig

is defined as the NNt
sig output multiplied by 0.6. Fig-

ure 1 shows the predicted and observed distributions of
the NNs+t

sig output variable for each of the six event sub-
samples used in this analysis.

Several sources of systematic uncertainty are taken into
account. The dominant systematic uncertainty arises
from the normalization of the V+heavy-flavor back-
ground contributions. For V+jets production, the heavy-
flavor (HF) fraction observed in simulation is corrected
based on the number of b-tagged events observed in an
independent data control sample [25]. A 30% uncertainty
on the V+HF rate estimate is included in the fit.

Possible mismodeling in the b-tagging e�ciency is
taken into account by applying scale factors to the sim-
ulation so that its e�ciency matches that observed in
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Two-dimensional posterior probabil-
ity as a function of σt and σs with one, two, and three s.
d. probability contours for the combination of the CDF and
D0 analysis channels compared with the NLO+NNLL theo-
retical prediction of the SM [9, 12]. Several BSM predictions
are shown, a model with four quark generations with top-to-
strange quark coupling |Vts| = 0.2 [51], a top-flavor model
with new heavy bosons with mass mx = 1 TeV [6], a model
of charged top-pions with mass mπ± = 250 GeV [6], and a
model with flavor-changing neutral currents with a 0.036 cou-
pling κu/Λ between up-quark top-quark and gluon [6, 52].

ties [17, 22]. Figure 2 also shows the expectation from
several beyond the SM (BSM) models. Figure 3 shows
the individual [21, 22] and combined (this Letter) mea-
surements of the t- and s + t-channel cross sections in-
cluding previous measurements of the individual [22, 24]
and combined [26] s-channel cross sections. All measure-
ments are consistent with SM predictions.

0 1 2 3 4

Tevatron Run II single top quark summary

Cross section [pb]
 = 172.5 GeV tm

Measurement Cross section [pb]
s-channel:

t-channel:

s+t:

[25]CDF   -0.32
 +0.371.36

[22]D0   -0.31
 +0.331.10

[26]Tevatron   -0.24
 +0.261.29

[21]CDF   -0.36
 +0.381.65

[22]D0   -0.49
 +0.543.07

[this paper]Tevatron   -0.31
 +0.292.25

[21]CDF   -0.48
 +0.493.02

[22]D0   -0.55
 +0.604.11

[this paper]Tevatron   -0.40
 +0.523.30

Theory (NLO+NNLL) [9,12]

FIG. 3: (Color online) Measured single-top-quark production
cross sections from the CDF and D0 collaborations in dif-
ferent production channels and the Tevatron combinations of
these analyses compared with the NLO+NNLL theoretical
prediction [9, 12].

The SM single-top-quark production cross section is
approximately proportional to the square of the CKM
matrix element Vtb, thus providing a measurement of |Vtb|
directly without any assumption on the number of quark
families or the unitarity of the CKM matrix [53]. We
extract |Vtb| assuming that top quarks decay exclusively
to Wb final states.

We start with the multivariate discriminants for the s
and t channels for each experiment and form a Bayesian
posterior probability density for |Vtb|2 assuming a uni-
form prior probability distribution in the region [0, ∞].
Additionally, the uncertainties on the SM predictions for
the s- and t-channel cross sections [9, 12] are considered.
The resulting posterior probability distribution for |Vtb|2
is presented in Fig. 4. We obtain |Vtb| = 1.02+0.06

−0.05. If
we restrict the prior to the SM region [0,1], we extract a
limit of |Vtb| > 0.92 at the 95% C.L.

In summary, using pp̄ collision samples corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of up to 9.7 fb−1 per experi-

(c)

Figure 3: CDF lepton+jets (a) and 6ET + jets (b) final discriminants for the s+ t inclusive channel. Posterior
density as a function of the t- and s-channel single top cross section for the Tevatron s+ t combination (c).

4. Tevatron Single Top Combinations

4.1 Single Top s-channel observation at Tevatron

The Tevatron s-channel combination is performed using as inputs the CDF lepton+jets (Fig. 4(a))
and 6ET +jets (Fig. 4(b))final discriminants and the D0 discriminant (Fig. 2(a)). The combina-
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5

flavor background, where one or two light-quark jets or
gluon jets are misidentified as b jets, the normalization is
calculated from the W+jets pretag sample by subtracting
the heavy-flavor fraction and multiplying by the per-jet b-
tag misidentification rate. For the multijet background,
a b-tag rate derived from data is used to estimate the
normalization of the tagged multijet background.

The estimated event yields are shown in Table I. Here,
and in all following figures, we combine b-tag categories
with similar signal purity (TT with TL and T with LL).
Table I shows that the predicted background and its un-
certainty are larger than the expected signal. By us-
ing variables with different distributions for signal and
backgrounds, we improve signal purity in some regions
of these distributions. The invariant mass distribution of
top-quark candidates, shown in Fig. 1, is the most pow-
erful single discriminating variable.
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FIG. 1. Distribution of invariant mass of the reconstructed
top-quark candidates (left), and distribution of the neural net-
work output (right). We combine b-tag categories with com-
parable signal purity: TT+TL for panels (a) and (b), and
T+LL for panels (c) and (d). Events in the pretag control
sample are shown in panel (e). Statistical uncertainties are
shown for the data points.

We train a set of artificial neural networks [30] to fur-
ther discriminate the signal process using the combined
information on the reconstructed top-quark mass and
several other variables. The neural networks incorporate

TABLE I. Summary of background and signal predictions in
two summed tagging categories. The predicted uncertainties
include statistical and systematic contributions.

Category TT+TL T+LL
tt̄ 357 ± 40 560 ± 57
Diboson 58.7± 7.8 279 ± 34
Higgs 12.5± 1.0 12.0± 0.9
Z+jets 31.6± 3.5 190 ± 21
Multijet 76 ± 31 326 ± 130
W+heavy-flavor jet 712 ±286 2597 ±1046
W+light-flavor jet 66 ± 14 1220 ± 175
t and tW -channel 53.4± 6.7 265 ± 30
s-channel 116 ± 12 127 ± 12
Total prediction 1484 ±403 5574 ±1501
Observed 1231 5338

the following variables: invariant mass of the top-quark
candidate, Mℓνj ; invariant mass of all signal final-state
particles, Mℓνjj ; transverse momentum of the charged
lepton, pℓ

T ; invariant mass of the two jets, Mjj ; angle be-
tween the charged-lepton momentum and the momentum
of the jet from the top-quark decay in the top-quark rest
frame, cos θℓj ; scalar sum of transverse energy of the two
jets, the charged lepton, and the neutrino, HT ; trans-
verse mass of the top-quark candidate, M ℓνj

T , defined to
be the invariant mass calculated using the projections of
the three-momentum components in the plane perpen-
dicular to the beam axis; and output value of the neural
network that determines the b jet most likely to origi-
nate from the top-quark decay. We optimize the neu-
ral networks separately for each tagging category and
for different lepton categories using different input vari-
ables. The variable M ℓνj

T is used only for extended muon
events, and the output value of the b-jet-selector neural
network only for the central-lepton events. In the neural
network training, the background samples consist of all
backgrounds predicted by simulation, and the fractional
yields among background samples are set as predicted by
the background model.

We use the pretag sample to check the modeling of
each input variable. We investigate the neural-network
output in the b-tagged signal region only after ensuring
that all variables are well modeled in the control sample.
The distributions of neural-network output are shown in
Fig. 1, with categories having similar signal purities com-
bined.

We employ a binned-likelihood technique to extract
the single-top-quark s-channel cross section from the
neural-network-output distribution. We assume a uni-
form prior probability density for all non-negative val-
ues of the cross section and integrate the posterior
probability density over the parameters of effects as-
sociated with all sources of systematic uncertainties,
parametrized using Gaussian priors truncated to avoid
negative probabilities. We include the rate uncer-

(a)

5

from V+jets and the remaining MJ backgrounds using
simulated signal and background made of pretagged data
events that satisfy the requirement on NNQCD, reweighted
by the tag-rate parametrization, for the background sam-
ple. The NNQCD requirement changes the pretag data
composition, enhancing the V+jets contribution and se-
lecting MJ events with properties closer to those expected
for V+jets events. The background model obtained by
reweighting these events via the tag-rate probability ac-
counts for both the V+jets and MJ event contributions,
allowing for more straightforward training of the NNV jets.
The second, NNtt̄, is trained to separate s-channel single
top quark from tt̄ production using simulation for both
components. The final discriminant, the NNsig, is defined
as the quadrature-weighted sum of the NNV jets and NNtt̄

output variables. Figure 2 shows the predicted and ob-
served shapes of the NNsig output variable for each of the
six event subsamples.

TABLE I. Number of predicted and observed two-jet events
in the 1T, TL, and TT subsamples. The uncertainties on
the predicted numbers of events are due to the theoretical-
cross-section uncertainties and the uncertainties on signal
and background modeling. Both the uncertainties and the
central values are those obtained from the fit to the data which
incorporates the theoretical constraints.

Category 1T TL TT
t-ch single top 161 ± 31 10.8 ± 2.1 9.2 ± 1.7

tt̄ 243 ± 24 84.8 ± 9.3 92.4 ± 8.4
Diboson 285 ± 2 51.3 ± 0.6 37.2 ± 0.5

VH 12.6 ± 1.4 6.6 ± 0.8 7.6 ± 0.8
V+jets 6528 ± 2048 694 ± 216 220 ± 69

MJ 8322 ± 180 928 ± 59 300 ± 32
Signal 86.2 ± 47.7 41.8 ± 23.2 45.9 ± 25.3

Total prediction 15557 ± 2056 1733 ± 224 663 ± 76
Observed 15312 1743 686

TABLE II. Number of predicted and observed three-jet events
in the 1T, TL, and TT subsamples. The uncertainties on
the predicted numbers of events are due to the theoretical-
cross-section uncertainties and the uncertainties on signal
and background modeling. Both the uncertainties and the
central values are those obtained from the fit to the data which
incorporates the theoretical constraints.

Category 1T TL TT
t-ch single top 82.2 ± 15.8 7.5 ± 1.5 6.8 ± 1.3

tt̄ 597 ± 60 118 ± 13 110 ± 10
Diboson 108 ± 2 15.7 ± 0.4 8.8 ± 0.3

VH 6.0 ± 0.7 1.9 ± 0.2 2.2 ± 0.2
V+jets 1610 ± 505 165 ± 51 50 ± 16

MJ 1818 ± 49 188 ± 15 55.9 ± 7.6
Signal 45.7 ± 25.3 15.4 ± 8.5 16.2 ± 8.9

Total prediction 4220 ± 511 495 ± 55 234 ± 20
Observed 4198 490 237

FIG. 2. Predicted and observed final discriminant distributions
in the signal region, for (a) 1T two-jet, (b) 1T three-jet, (c) TL
two-jet, (d) TL three-jet, (e) TT two-jet and (f) TT three-jet
event subsamples.

The modeling of SM backgrounds is tested in several
control samples. A first (EWK) control sample is defined
containing events with at least one charged lepton that
otherwise satisfy the selection criteria. This sample is
independent from the signal sample and is sensitive pri-
marily to top-quark pair, V+jets, and, to a lesser extent,
VV production. A second (QCD) control sample contains
events that do not meet the minimal requirement on the
NNQCD output variable but otherwise satisfy the selection
criteria. This event sample, dominated by MJ production,
is used to validate the data-driven MJ background model
and obtain scale factors, ranging from 0.7 to 0.9, for nor-
malizing modeled contributions to the TT, TL, and 1T
event subsamples. Comparisons of modeled and observed
distributions for multiple kinematic variables, including
those used as inputs to the NNQCD, NNV jets, and NNtt̄,
are used to validate the accuracy of the model.

To measure the signal contribution, the sum of modeled
contributions is fitted to the observed data as a function
of the final discriminant variable, NNsig, accounting for
statistical and systematic uncertainties. The dominant
systematic uncertainties arise from the normalization of
the V-plus-heavy-flavor background contributions (30%),
di↵erences in b-tagging e�ciencies between data and sim-

(b)
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Figure 4: CDF lepton+jets (a) and 6ET + jets (b) final discriminants for the s-channel dedicated analyses.
Summary of the Tevatron single top quark cross section measurements (c).

tion measures a cross section for the s-channel production of σs = 1.29+0.26
−0.24 pb . The measure-

ment corresponds to a significance of 6.3 standard deviations, reporting the first observation of
the single top s-channel production (which is also the first observation made through a Tevatron
combination)[23].

4.2 Tevatron s+ t Combination

A combination of the CDF and D0 measurements has been recently performed using a total
integrated luminosity of up to 9.7 fb−1. The combination utilizes the s- and t-channel discriminants
from CDF and DØ single top quark measurements and forms a binned likelihood as a product
of all analysis channels in the bins of the multivariate discriminants. The most probable value
for the combined t-channel cross section is σt = 2.25+0.29

−0.31 pb. The combined s+ t cross section
is measured without assuming the SM ratio of σs/σt to be σs+t = 3.30+0.52

−0.40 pb. The extracted
2D posterior probability distribution as a function of σt and σs is in Fig.3(c). The CKM matrix
element |Vtb| is also directly extracted from the single top cross section measurement without any
assumption on the number of quark families or the unitarity of the CKM matrix. The obtained
value is |Vtb|= 1.02+0.06

−0.05 and a limit of |Vtb|> 0.92 at 95% C.L. is extracted [24].

5. Search for W ′ bosons decaying to top and bottom quarks with CDF experiment

Resonances described in Section 1 result in one or more massive charged vector bosons, gener-
ically denoted as W ′. A novel search for charged massive resonances decaying to tb quark pair has
been recently performed using 9.5 fb−1 of CDF data [25]. The search is conducted with 6ET -based
trigger requiring or not presence of a charged lepton in final state. The majority of the background
at this stage is QCD production of multijet events which is rejected using a dedicated Neural Net-
work (NNQCD). Events are then classified with respect to the number of jets and the number of
b-tags and a final NN-discriminant (NNsig) is used to improve the expected sensitivity in each anal-
ysis subsample. A binned likelihood fit is performed over the bins of the NNsig distribution to probe
a W ′→ tb signal in the presence of SM backgrounds. A left-right symmetric BSM model with W ′

bosons of unknown mass and SM weak-coupling to fermions is used as a benchmark model [26].
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FIG. 2: Observed and expected limits on �(pp̄ ! W 0) ⇥
B(W 0 ! tb), with ±1� and ±2� credibility intervals and
theoretical predictions for a right-handed W 0 boson with SM-
like couplings in cases where the leptonic decay mode W 0 ! `⌫
is forbidden (dashed line). The CDF limits are compared with
limits from the latest W 0 searches from ATLAS, CMS and
D0 [8–10].
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FIG. 3: Observed and expected 95% C.L. upper limits on the
coupling strength of a right-handed W 0 boson compared to
the SM W -boson coupling, gW 0/gSM, as functions of MW 0 in
cases where the leptonic decay mode W 0 ! `⌫ is forbidden.
The region above each line is excluded. The CDF limits are
compared with limits from the latest W 0 searches from ATLAS,
CMS and D0 [8–10]. The vertical part in each boundary region
of the plot represents the minimum masses for which bounds
are quoted

than approximately 600 GeV/c2, this search yields the
most constraining limits to date on narrow tb-resonance
production.
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Figure 5: Observed and expected limits on σ(pp̄→W ′)×B(W ′→ tb)or a right-handed W ′ boson with SM-
like couplings in cases where the leptonic decay mode is forbidden (dashed line) (a). Observed and expected
95% C.L. upper limits on the coupling strength of a right-handed W ′ boson compared to the SM W-boson
coupling in cases where the leptonic decay mode is forbidden (b).

The signal is modeled using PYTHIA[27]. The observed limits (Fig. 5(a)) are compatible with the
expectations calculated assuming that no W ′→ tb signal is present in the data. W ′ bosons are es-
cluded for masses less than 860 (880) GeV/c2 in cases where W ′→ tb decay to leptons are allowed
(forbidden). At the time of the conference, this analysis was showing the best exclusion limit for
MW ′ ≤ 600 GeV/c2.

6. Conclusions

We presented the most recent measurements of the single top quark production and the |Vtb|
matrix element at the Tevatron, which are summarized in Fig.4(c). The combination between the
CDF analyses and the previous D0 analysis on the single top s-channel cross section led to the first
observation with an uncertainty of 19% and a significance of 6.3 standard deviations.

All the single top quark measurements at the Tevatron are in agreement with the SM predic-
tions. With the recent finalization of the Tevatron combined s+ t production measurement, the
Tevatron single top program is mostly complete.

A search for W ′ resonances in the same signature of the single top quark has been also pre-
sented. In absence of an evidence of W ′→ tb signal in the data, limits have been calculated on a
model with a right-handed W ′ boson with SM-like couplings.
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